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KPVU adds disc
jockeys to fall line-up

See Radio on page 4

The Official Student Newspaper of Prairie View A&M University

Unclaimed prope~y owner

PVAMU recovers Strutting their stuff
money from state
By Patrina A. Bostic
News Editor

Buried among more
than 114,000 names on the
1999 Texas Comptroller of
Public Accounts Unclaimed
Property list lies Prairie
View A&M University
(PVAMU).

holding thousands ofitems such
as gold coins, rare baseball
cards, antique silver, and family heirlooms from diamond
rings to lockets containing photos of loved ones.
Over the past year, the
agency has returned over $42
miIJion of unclaimed property
to rightful owners, according to
Comptroller records.

Franco-American,
makers ofSpaghettiOs has
created special pastashaped "2s" to be added to
18 million cans of
SpaghettiOs. This will give
kids a chance to combine
the number with the "Os"
forming a commemorativ~
"2000" in every spoonful.

Comptroller Carole

The list Tan as a 30- Keeton Rylander commented in
page insert in the Houston a letter in the Houston
Chronicle,.
Chronicle on Oct. 17.
"I want Texans to keep
With over $711 million
to return to Texas Tesidents more of their hard earned
and businesses across the money. Unclaimed money bestate, the Comptroller's of- longs in the hands ofits rightful
fice encourages the public to owner," Rylander said.
Of the $711 million in
search the unclaimed propthe Comptroller's account, $111
erty listing.
"I started calling fam- million is from forgotten bank
ily members to tell them to accounts.
Over $131.6 million is
check for their names," said
Charles Washington, super- from uncashed checks and $36.9
visory staff accountant for million in utility refunds.
While the state holds
PVAMU. "If it's out there
and it's yours, I think you this money, it is used to help
pay for state services, such as
need to claim it."
Washington
said public education, Rylander said.
But the money continPVAMU is the only unclaimed property owner that ues to belong to its rightful ownhe has had the pleasure of ers and can be claimed at anytime.
knowing.
'That's a lot of interest
Student Government
accumulating
off$711 million,"
President, Ailene Riley,
Washington
said.
"And the
agreed.
money
is
being
used
for
positive
''We can relate to the
means."
university," Riley said. "It
Washington initiated
will encourage me to go and
the
claimed
yesterday to recover
look up my name."
the
$500
owed
to PVAMU.
Financial institutions
The
university's
cash
and businesses report unhas
been
in
the
state's
account
claimed cash and valuables
to the state every day-- from since 1997, said Kim Manor, an
uncashed checks, deposits, unclaimed property operator
and refunds to the contents with the Comptroller of Public
oflong forgotten safe deposit Accounts in Austin, Tx.
"It's like when you find
boxes.
that
dollar
in your pocket that
The state is also

"We wanted to

Epsilon Gamma Iota participate in the Gamma
Sigma Sigma Stroll Off.

you didn't know was there,"
Paul Adams, ajunior and electric engineering major said.
The Comptroller's unclaimed property records also
list several residents in the
City of Prairie View as having
property to claim.
Rylander gave advice
to Texans:
.
"When moving, be
sure to give your new address
to banks and others with
whom you do business.
"Don't forget to reclaim security deposits given
to landlords, electric company
and others.
"Give your former employer a forwarding address
for unpaid wages and company benefits.
''Make sure someone
knows you have a safe deposit
box.
"Keep your bank ac-

counts active by making an
occasional transaction.
"Ifyour account is untouched for five years, the
bank may turn the money over
to the state."
Unclaimed property
can be searched for by visiting
the Comptroller's website at
http:www.window.state.tx.us
which contains the names of

See Money on page 15

make the start of the new
millennium fun and exciting for kids of all ages,"
said Kelly Maher, FrancoAmerican SpagltettiOs,
Marketing Manager. "This
introduction provides an
interactive way to mark an
event that only occurs once
every thousand years."
The limited edition
"SpaghettiOs 2000" are
expected to be on shelves
in supermarkets nationwide from mid-October
through the end of the century.
Specially marked
SpaghettiOs 2000 sparkle
labels will be used to flag
the 15-ounce cans of plain,
meatball and franks
SpaghettiOs that contain
the pasta "2s."
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VIEWPOINTS

Drinking and learning

Dear Concerned Student,

Does it add up?
By Joyce
Dixon
Editor-In-Chief
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Tina M. Ellis : Entertainment Editor
Kandyace Mayberry : Advertising Manager
Kalyn Bullock: Business Manager
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Contributors
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Claude Johnson

Glennis Carrington
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Editorial Policy
The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and student
activity fees. Views expressed within the publication are not necessarily
those shared by Prairie View A&M University or the Texas A&M University Board of Regents.

As a rule, I try to
choose editorial topics that will
provoke thought rather than
merely entertain. My topic
today is no different. However, due to the lack ofletters
to the editor I receive from
readers, I hope this one will
spark some dialogue between
myself and you, the readers of
The Panther.
In my speech class recently I was told to pick an
issue that is pretty current in
the news, take a stand on it,
and give a 5-7 minute speech
on that issue.
Simple enough, right?
After some research I
chose a topic that affects college students nationwide:
Should universities ban alcohol on campus?
It seems that recently
this topic has been debated
widely at universities across
the U.S. While students are
asserting their right to party,
campus officials are concerned
with the steadily rising death
toll of students due to the consumption of alcohol.
As a student I agree to
the right of every student to
party RESPONSIBLY. However, I realize there is a problem when certain rules and
controls are· not implemented
and the irresponsible student
is allowed to define "responsible."
Before I have the entire student body trying to
lynch me, I need to clarify.
First of all, I am not calling all
students irresponsible, however there are some on this
campus and they should not
be allowed to make decisions
concerninganyone. Secondly,
I realize that there are very
mature and responsible students on campus, but how do
we distinguish from them and
the others?
I'm reminded of a cliche, "One apple spoils the
whole bunch."
Anyway, I've been doing some research, as usual,
and the results have stunned
me. I thoughtlhad been keep-

ing up with the news around
the country fairly well, however, I was not prepared for
the number of alcohol-related
deaths among college students. It was truly astounding. What amazed me even
more was that many of the
deaths were not related to car
accidents. Most were caused
by falls.
OK, so you're not that
clumsy and you know better
than drinking and driving.
But that doesn't mean you
can't be exposed to the affects
alcohol has on the body.
According to health
experts, alcohol abuse is the
number one health problem
on campuses in America. Alcohol consumption contributes
to a range of problems among
college students, including
academic problems, trauma,
date rape, and vandalism.
In a Core Alcohol and
Drug Survey of 56,000 college
students, students who reported D and F grade point
averages consumed an average of 11 alcoholic beverages
per week, while those who
earned As consumed only
three drinks per week. Also, a
study conducted by the Center on . Addiction and Substance Abuse at Columbia
University in New York reported that alcohol is a factor
in 28 percent of dropouts and
40 percent of all academic
problems.
Still not enough to convince you, huh?
You probably feel that
college is preparing you for
the real world and alcohol is a
part of that world etc ....
I hear you, but I believe universities are put in
place to better prepare you for
a career rather than the real
world. I say that because in
the real world you would not
be living in supervised communities and watched as if
you were at home living with
mom. Therefore if it is the
university's place to prepare
you for the workplace, an alcohol free environment would
be the best. I cannot imagine
anyone getting a job because
of their ability to throw back a

See Drink on page 3

Team members distress student
in eyewitness account of behavior

As a student I share your concern of how the university is represented. It does none of us any good when Prairie
View A&M University is poorly represented by any person,
group or organization that is associated with it. When one
entity of the university is poorly label.ed, it is believed that
the same is true for the entire university and that is not fair.
If the things you say are true, I am sure many people
are deeply disappointed in the way the football team has
represented the university.

Drink from page 2
Dear Editor,
At any given moment, people are given tips that can lead to big stories or at times, turn
out to be dead ends. Often advice, complaints and other inside information finds its way to me
either by notes or phone calls.
To flashback, the Friday before the Al Lipsomb State Fair Classic, I received two phone
calls and at the time, one was no more informative than the other.
One was about a fraternity party located at the Renaissance Hotel and the other was
about Prairie View A&M University's (PVAMU) football team and sports medicine personnel
staying at the Renaissance Hotel.
I didn't expect the information would become something that I would have placed in a
letter to the editor or even publish.
With a majority of parties being held the day after the PVAMU and Grambling game
I decided to go to a fish fry and eventually the fraternity party.
•
Once at the Renaissance in downtown Dallas, I was informed by the desk clerk that this
particular location was not hosting any parties, nor was the team staying at that location. He
suggested I try the Renaissance on Midpark Road.
Despite being tired, my instincts encouraged me to drive to Midpark. Wben l aTrived
there at 11:45 p.m., I saw two separate groups of young ladies coming out of the entrance. Their
tyle of dress led me to elieve I had found t e par . Little did kno t a there wa no
fraternity party, but my instincts were still about to pay ~ff
Once inside, I saw a constant flow of females com mg out of the elevators.
. .
When I was informed by the desk clerk that the football team and sports med1cme
personnel were in the hotel, I decided to see what I could find o"'.1t.
.
.
While the elevator was going up, I could hear a lot of n01se commg from the third and
fourth floors so it was on the fourth floor that I decided to stop. No doubt it was PVAMU people
making the ~ckus, and I had stumbled across a social gathering of sorts.
How do I know who it was, you may ask?
. 11 •
Well, I was greeted by some intoxicated members of the football team _and their sidekicks," the sports medicine trainers. Half full liquor glasses were on the greetmg tables along
with empty ones.
.
.
When entering the rooms of people I call friends, I was m for a surpnse of my own. They
had their own little party going on. I didn't stay in the room to watch what I thou~ht w~s about
to happen, so I can't say what actually occurred. I'll let your mind come to a conclusion of its own .
Disgusted by what I was seeing, I decided to leave. I was sure I had seen e~~ugh. ?
Is this the type of unsupervised behavior that has lead to our numerous farmhar loses.
Is this why the team managed to lose 61 to O against Alcorn in their l~st game?
.
After all, the commentator did state that the team looked fatigued and their performance was not close to their usual.
.
That statement doesn't say much when considering the scores of preVIous games.
Does this lead you as a reader, a person who pays money to see the football games, and
a supportive fan regardless of the fmal score, to a series of questions in your head?
How often does this unsupervised reckless lifestyle occur before games? How long has
this intoxicated scandal been going on?
.
Is this what parents, alumni, professors, administrators and students have been blindly
supporting or is it a free ride serving free drinks through college?
Sincerely,
Concerned Student

40 oz. in under one minute.
For those of you who
are still not convinced, I have
one last point.
It is illegal for anyone
under the age of 21 to consume alcoholic beverages. So
how does any university effectively monitor who's drinking
what? They can't. By allowing alcohol on campus, universities are helping minors
break the law and are therefore also guilty of the same
crime.
There are many of you
who do not agree with me for a
number of reasons. You feel
that college is a place that

teaches responsibility and
how can one truly be responsible ifhe or she is not allowed
to make their own choices. Or
maybe you feel that if students don't drink on campus
they will just do it somewhere
else.
OK, so maybe a ban
would not be the best solution
to end the list of problems I
just laid out for you. Maybe
there should be some type of
program set up to help students realize the danger of
alcohol. But is that really the
responsibility of the university? If you were in the real
world, it wouldn't diTectly
addTess youT problems.

Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship Program
provides the education and skills you will need
to be a competent critical care nurse. The
program is designed for professional nurses
who are entering critical care nursing.

.....

Mayo's Critical Care Nurse Internship Program is
offered annually or semi-annually by the Mayo
Department of Nursing. The program includes
two phases:
Phase I - An initial placement in a paid

position on a medical/surgical patient care
unit in a Mayo hospital for one year.
Phase II - A tuition-free 12 week paid
internship divided into two parts: Classroom
Sessions, Skills Laboratories and Advanced
Cardiac Life Support (96 hours/15.5 days).
Clinical Specialty Assignment with a
Preceptor (12 weeks).
Critical care at Mayo Clinic will expose you to
opportunitites and experiences that cannot be
replicated. Mayo has more than 170 critical
care beds on 10 critical care units, numerous
stepdown beds, and an Emergency /Trauma
Unit, which is a designated Level I regional
trauma center.

-~

Mayo Clinic & Hosplta-.
Human Resources
' -:: ;
Ozmun East-2nd Floor ·1 • 200 Arst Street SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editoratP.0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX77446or in the
Memorial Student Center, room 114. All submissions are
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.

·

fax: 507-538-1295 / 1-800-562-7984
www.mayo.edu
Mayo Qinic is an affirm11tiw ,action IUld t'jual opporllmily
otuator IUld mrpiayer.
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CAMPUS NEWS

New radio personalities mix music and flair on the air
LaShonda Lombard
Panther Staff

Prairie View A&M
University's (PVAMU) radio
station kicks off a spectacular
and dynamic start with fresh
new voices on the scene.

KPVU, 91.3 FM, presents Dwayne Johnson,
Roderick Simmons, and
Keisha Smith as new discjockeys.
On Monday mornings
from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m., Cherry

Earn Extra Cash

sual sounds of smooth jazz,
soft soul with a mix ofrhythm
and blues in her show called
"Smooth Afternoons."
Later in the evening,
Simmons relaxes his audience
with the mellow sounds of
smooth jazz. His program
has the best of pleasant and
gentle sounds of jazz.
During the night,
Johnson slows the pace down
with "Dwayne's World" playing slow jams.
Simmons takes over
again with another dose of
smooth jazz and blues on Saturday mornings.
Glory" which features the top
KPVU has had tre40 gospel hits, oldies but good- mendous success with the new
ies and informative inter- discjockeys proving their talviews with community lead- ents on the radio.
"KPVU is excited
ers.
As the day goes on, about its new line-up and is
from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., the headed in the right direction,"
lovely Smith plays the sen- said Charles Porter, a vetBall and Rev. Walter
Pendleton spin "Morning

eran on the scene and also the
program director of KPVU.
With a 50,000 watt
increase, the sound will reach
most of the surrounding areas
around Prairie View.
There has been significant changes with the radio
station this semester and
KPVU is expected to attract a
larger audience with the help
of the new disc jockeys.
The original disc jockeys still hold their posts and
are assisting the rookies.
Smith acknowledges
the benefits of her contribution to the station.
"Workingwith the station has opened a lot of doors
for me, and all of the new disc
jockeys get along fine.
''We do our best for the
good of the station," said
Smith, better known as
"Shonte."

WHEN:

OCT.27th
WHERE:
OUTSIDE 1BE
WESTWING·OF
ALUMNIHALL

TIME:

Baptist Student Movement dances its praises

4:IIPM-'1:IIPM

pe.rfonn a great deal of community

During the spring semester, a retreat in Atlanta, Ga. is on the agenda
nual Mr. and Ms. BSM pageant. where the choir will sing to various
Black Student Movement
communities. In
(BSM), one of Prairie View's most
a competition in
remarkable organizations, exHouston last
plodes with tons of positive en- year, BSM came
ergy.
in second place.
BSM, a Christian choir, re- i:ic
1bis was the becently
ginning of sev. added a group of talented la
praise dancers.
r]
eral accomplishBSM president Tiara .t'
ments. At their
Mitchel and Vice President Stacey ~ -==::;:=~;;;;;;;;;~~~
musical debut,
Robertson are strong leaders who f
tickets sold out
makeBSMoutstanding. The Beta Baptist Student Movement members help celebrate
andonly standSigma chapter goes far beyond Gamma Sigma Sigma Founder's Week at recent
ing roomwas
singing and dancing. They also Gospel Explosion.
available.
By Christy Thornton

service activities and hold an an-

Pant.her Staff

COSTUME CONTE T

B
~

FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENIS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity to wen at Mayo Oinic for the summer.
Summer Ill is a paid, supervised hospital wen experience 5a·
Marys and Rochester Methodist Hospital.
at int
You are eligible for_Summer Ill after your junior year d a fourbac~lau~te ~•ng ~
- It includes direct patient careyear
expenence in the inpatient or ambulatory care setti

Ml>O Nursing was awarded the MiJgnet Hospital ~ition

Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American N
Credentialing Cente:
urses
Application Dudline: January 1s 2000
For more information contact:
'

1st PIACE: $100.00
2nd PIACE: $50.00
lrd PIACE: $25.00

Get 6 l\Aon.ths of Hair Ca.re

S e ~ c e s for

FOOD WD.LBE SERVED
AND MUCH MUCH MOREii!

$50.00
Services Include:
•Weekly Shampoo & Roller Sets
• Standing Appointnients

(MEAL CARDS OR
CASH ARE REQUIRED

• Quality Hair Products Used

TO EAT!!!!!!!!)

MayoOinic&Mo,pitals
Summer Ill Program • :-ftnnan Resources
Ozmun East • 200 First Street SW

Rochester, Minl'leSOti 5590S
1-800-562-7984

Mayo Oinic is an affirmative action and equal nnntvtun;... ed
__ .,
....,......~ .., ucato,..,.. employer.

A smolce-free institution.

• Pr.ofessional Service

281-278-9047

,. __-~~------------------_J
--- -- ---- - - - - L.

--

-

- - .. -- - - ------- .... - ...... --- - - - . .........

...' ... - . . .. ...
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REGIONAL NEWS
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Home-based
business
owners can
hone skills

CooperativeExtension health specialist retires
One of PennywellRolls' most outstanding
achievements was the formaCooperative Extension tion of the Teen Health SymProgram health specialist, posium, an annual event
Donnie Pennywell-Rolls, will which is conducted primarily
retire after 27 years ofservice. in Houston, Texas to provide
Pennywell-Rolls educational workshops to
started her career with the young people ages 13-19, foCooperative Extension Pro- cusing on good health pracgram at Prairie View A&M tices and raising self esteem.
University in1972.
"With the prevalence
In 1982 Pennywell- of AIDS and other sexually
Rolls became a 4-H and Youth transmitted diseases sweepDevelopment specialist and ing the country in the 80's, I
continued to work with young knew there was a need to help
people who did not have the young people make decisions
opportunity to enroll in tradi- regarding healthy choices,"
tional 4-H programs.
Pennywell-Rolls
said.
"I feel that many lixnThe first Teen Health
ited income families, farmers, Symposium was held in 1986
young people have benefited in Houston with over200teens
from the .e ducational pro- attending. This event is still
grams," said Pennywell-Rolls. being conducted in Houston
Pennywell-Rolls be- as well as in several other
came the extension health counties where Cooperative
specialist in 1986. Including, Extension has programming
family and consumer sciences, efforts. Workshops focus on
community development and the prevention of substance
4-H & youth in providing abuse, stress management,

Gloria Mosby

Cooperative Extension

By Gloria Mosby
Cooperative Extension

ONE

A "Ca$hing In
Business Opportunities "
workshop will be held Nov. 17
and 18 at the Fort Bend
County Fairgrounds for individuals interested in achieving success in home-based
businesses.
"This workshop is designed to help individuals understand business operations
and learn about home-based
business management," said
Cassi Steele, program specialist- Community and Economic
Development with the Cooperative Extension Program at
Prairie View A&MUniversity.
"Presentations will
include balancing paid work

HE

THE

DS'

and family life, writing a business -p\an, m.ar\l..eting for tbe
new 'ous'l.ness, "keeping tabs

health education workshops,
printed materials focused on

on cash,settingtherightprice,
selling secrets and customer

healthy lifestyles and conducting health fairs.

satisfaction."
Sponsors for the workshop are the Cooperative Extension Program at Prairie
View A&M University; the
Texas Agricultural Extension
Service; USDA-Rural Development; Blinn College - Small
Business Development Center and the University of Houston - Small Business Development Center.
The registration fee
for the workshop is $10 per
day which covers meals and
workshop materials. The registration deadline date is Nov.

pregnancy and pregnancy pre-

vention.
Pennywell-Rolls also

Donnie Pennywell-Rolls

of the Houston Community
Based Coalition, a group consisting ofindividuals who have
an interest in raising the
lifestyles of limited income
families and individuals.
During her years
with the Cooperative Extension Program, she received
numerous
appreciation
awards for assisting families
with health education workshops and health fairs.
A
native
of
Shreveport,La., PennywellRolls received her bachelor's
degree from SouthernUniversity in Baton Rouge, and her
master d gree frrm C lifornia State University.

spearheaded the development

Braids, Fades and Purple Kool-Aid®
with open arms. The thirst offreshman and
their p
were quenched during fresh0
. · ·&,.A seminar was held to
ans1B~for freshman easy to
ew stage oflife, along with an Aloha
Luau.
,~
The
AKA's
are
·~M
· .f:m·, grand efforts
.
to make the studen '.x:;· . the "hill
(") more health conscience. Se S1t seminars
address the topics ~lQ8
le cell anej mia, sexually tran5Y1~ _1_ ases, ~d
a breast cancer were presented · "" e ladies
0
this month. Donations were
· for a
week in Alumni Hall to be donate
reast
cancer research in hopes of sa ·""' ~ more
lives from the illness.
To focus on inner and oute eauty,
dents
the ladies will hold a social to hel
th toget their spiritual and mental
ind set
gether so they can have a be
JJ!r.ty, Inc. for mid-terms. On
length,
weredismid-terms,scantro
· anization
s to wish students
tributed during
ded91years
ir exams.
the best ofluck
ward University in
are first class in
The ladi
sixteen women. The
nity
and surrounding
service to
r located on the campus
areas.
s turning thirty years
~

FOR
You'll be amazed how easy buying gihs for the grandkids is with the

a

U.S. Treasury's new EosySover Pion for U.S. Savings Bonds.

8.
Phillis Nelson, director of the Small Business Development Center at Blinn
College, will conduct a special
"hands-on" Business Plan
Workshop on Nov. 18 from 9
a.m. to4p.m. The cost for the
workshop is $30.
Contact Margaret
Kunz or Shirley M. Brown at
the Fort Bend County Extension office by calling (281) 3423034 or fax (281) 342-8658,
for registration information.
Interested persons can also
contact Cassi Steele at (409)
857-3829 for more information about the workshop.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Sign up once and automatically purchase U.S. Savings Bonds
from your checking or savings account. You simply select the
amount, the recipient, and the purchase

few, 11 Io,fo_1.

p
(AKA) is the o

dates. EasySaver is a safe and easy
way to build their savings.
For a Free Brochure &.
Enrollment Form, Call Toll-Free

1-877-811-7.283
\ p11hlir

,l'l'I

in• of lhi, p11hliral ion

Savi"ng MmuyJust Got Easier
www.e:asysaver.1ov
•
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·'"' ,,, >

i
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for college ed
ago on the c
Washingto
ZetaGam
of PV
old.

, the chapter has over 60
members who e involved in all aspects of
campus life. At the beginning of the school
year, the sorority welcomed the class of2003

AKA'sfavo
and Pink Le

I-Aid®: Kiwi-Strawberry
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Alarms
K-9, Prestige or
Sidewinder
• 99 Model

s99

s,,,,

Primeco Phonu

Includes Home Chargtr
FREEActimion
FREEVoicanail
FREE caller LO.

• Entcrfacc
• Plnic Mode

• Kcytcss Entry
• Shock Sensor • 1'lilo Remotes
• KIii Switch

• Auto Aiming

• Pnln9 Ughts • Ufctlmc Warr111ty

agen

s39ts
FREE
~!~~~~~~s
s9a
• Autotek • Power Acoustic •
7, Up
Ploneer,SonyOrJYC
CD Player 160 Watts
AWFM, CD Playw

Activation
Voice Mall $595
Pager case
Mo.

OOFERS 1O" .......... $79
s~~~ 12" ......._. $89
15" .......... $99

s199 ~-=-

HEMPSTEAD

34110th St.
,Across from Oauy Queen)

(409) 826-6630

11211
~

~

if.e

BRENHAM

700 G West Alamo
(Across from P1zz:a Hut)

(409) 251-8884
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BLACK IDSTORY

NATIONAL NEWS

Voters can decide on 17 propositions
By Kalyn Bullock
Business Manager

Election '99 has arrived and will t.ake
place Nov 2.
The 76th Legislature Regular session
has proposed 17 amendments.
Stat.e Senator St.ephen E. Ogden is
encouraging everyone who is eligible to vot.e to
participat.e because it affects lives in a major
way.

The first proposition will provide for
the filling of a vacancy in the office of governor
or lieut.enant governor. If the governor is
t.emporarily unable to serve, the lieutenant
governor will act as governor until the governor can resume the position. Ifthe governor is
permanently unable to serve, the lieutenant
governor would serve the rest of the time, and
the senate president will become lieutenant
governor.
The second proposition relates to the

making of advances under a reverse mortgage and payment of a reverse mortgage.
This would clarify how a lender may
obtain repayment of a reverse mortgage loan
on a homestead if the property is unoccupied
for 12 consecutive months, and the borrower's
location is unknown or the property falls into
disrepair. An argument to support this proposition is that it will give elderly Texans access
· to the equity they have built in their homes
while keeping strong constitutional protections regarding foreclosures.
Proposition 12 authorizes the legislature to exempt taxes from leased motor
vehicles not held by the lessee to produce
income. This amendment is important because it would not make leasing vehicles cost
more. But, the same taxes applied to purchasing a vehicle will be used when leasing a
vehicle.
If people vote, they are not only voicing their opinion, but making a difference.

Time's ticking on votes for world's best
By Deondra Dockery
Panther Staff

Time magazine has
taken the time out to acknowledge the 100 most important people of the 20th
century.
The 100 remarkable
will be profiled individually
by Time from greatest to
least of the century. They
were recognized in five fields
of endeavors, Leaders/Revolutionaries, Artists/Entertainers, Builders/l'itans, Scientiststrhinkers and Heroes/
Icons. The polls will be held
on the internet until December to decide who has been
voted the most influential
leader of the century.
Leaders and revolu-

Death leaves behind a legacy

tionaries recognized include
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Nelson Mandela, Ronald
Reagan, and Adolf Hitler.
Artists and entertainers include Frank Sinatra, The
Beatles, Louis Armstrong,
Aretha Franklin and Oprah
Winfrey.
Builders and titans
include Henry Ford, Walt
Disney and Bill Gates. Scientists and thinkers include
Sigmund Freud, Orville
Wright, Albert Einstein and
Jean Piaget.
Heroes and icons include Jackie Robinson, Rosa
Parks, Marilyn Monroe,
Mother Teresa and Princess
Diana.

Business Manager

On Sunday, Sept. 7 in
Hattiesburg, Miss., Ms.
Oseola McCarty passed
away.

McCarty has been described as a very remarkable
woman who only had a sixth
grade education.
Unlike most people who
believe in modernization, she
lived in a small, wood-frame,
home without air conditioning.
McCarty was an unmarried woman without any
children, who read her tattered Bible everyday.
McCarty gained rec-

See Time on Page 15
>
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tion.
After she made the contribution on July 26, 1995,
she was immediatelyhonored.
President Clinton
awarded her the Presidential
Citizens Medal, the second
highest civilian award.
Harvard University
honored her with a honorary
doctoral degree, and in 1996,
Danny Glover presented her
with an Essence Award.
Along with a host of
other awards, she served as
the Olympic torch bearer .for
Mississippi.
The ironic part about
the story is that before
McCarty gave the money to
the University of Southern

Mississippi (USM), she had
never traveled on a plane or
been publicly recognized for
anything great.
Later she began to be
honored and started traveling more than most people do
in a lifetime.
One student who was
interviewed on National Public Radio is scheduled to graduate very soon from an university in MissJ.Ssippi and after
graduation, she said she will
attend graduate school.
Through McCarty,
others should be inspired to
do the best for themselves, and
make the best out of any situation, whether it is financially,
physically, or mentally.

b:~---.. .
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ognition because of her grand
donation of $150,000 to the
University of Southern Mississippi.
The donation came from
her life's savings to help students gain a college education, a luxury she never enjoyed herself.
She earned the money
over 75 years by washing and
ironing other people's clothing.
McCarty wrote in her
book, "Simple Wisdom for Rich
Living,• that "It's not the
ones that make the big money,
but the ones who know how to
save who get ahead."
McCarty's contribution earned her great recogni-

By Kalyn L; Bullock

animal

roouox·

(an • i • mal) n. a living being
capable of feeling.
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$25+ Per Hour!
Direct sales reps
needed NOW!
Market credit card
applications
$5 per app, we help
you get started!
1-800-651-2832

•

Tutors: School of Juvenile Justice
( Houston Me ·cal Center Area)

B ,ill •s:
Fr~sh-N-Fry
S:eaf"ot•d

203 Bremond
Hen1pstead. TX
(409) 826-3568

3pc. Drum& Fries . .. .... $4.50
6 pc. Reg. Catfish ......... 6.50
3 pc. Reg . Catfish & Fries
$3.50

Ru:rB•·
.

. . 1/

./
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Anendant on duty!
1102 Lafayette
Hempstead, Texas
(4()1))826-6014

. 2JfacblRJorfd--Jfou.slon

2Jeauly anc/!1Jt;x/duzy :?ayean/

CONTESTANTS WANTED!
Enter the Ms. Black World•Houston Pageant
Ages 18·32
Prizes, Cash Awards, Publicity
Appearances, 1V Coverage.

o enter, call 713•639-0119, 713-524·5624
or e•mail msblackwld@aol.com
Sponsors/Adverusers Inquires lnviled.

Student Work
***$10.00 Base-Appt***
Flex FT/PT Schedules Around Classes
Scholarships Available
Customer Service/Sales
Training Provided
Apply in N . Houston
Work In Local Arca
Conditions Apply
Call Now Scare Now (281) 587•8204

T
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United Auto
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•SCREE!',; PRINTING
• EMBROIDERY
• BANNERS & SIGNS

Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week

7 a.m-9 p.m.
Last Wash 8:40 p.m.
Wash & Fold Service
.60 lb./ over 35 lbs. - .50 lb.

.,:.-7,,

~
~-. .. \ ::
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•CUSTOM IMPRJNTE"

GrOTIONAL PROD

2302 MAIN
WALLER, TEXAS

• •

TAU

Major Mechanic's Repair

Oil Change & Filler $16.95
Brake Jobs $69 Ill!
Tune Ups $39 Ill!
3411 .. h S1ne1, Hempoi.ad

Across from Dairy Quceo

(409) 826 - 6630
409•372-9190

1•800•442-8929

f

Ji

-

e,o,

To Place an ad in
u 11'lb ii I.P Ill lXl alb ii ,, it»
please contact
Student Publications
@ (409) 857-2132/4107
Fax@857-2340 or come
by the Memorial Student
Center
Room 114

www.workforccstudents.com/

Self Service Lo.undry
~

~

-

EARN UP TO $1000
*This Semester*
By Posting Your
Lecture Notes Online

Register on-line now:
@ www.Study24-7.com
(888) 728-724 7
FREE CLASS NOTES!

STUDY24-7.com

-

Earn
Money

How would you like to earn
money every time someone
uses the phone? Tums on
the light? Watches cable?
TV? Surfs the net? I am
offering every student the
opportunity to own his or
her own business and make
lots of money without
leaving campus. For more
information contact
independent Rep. 306454506 at 1-800506-1144
ext. 8832
or 972-283-3294, e-mail
claaalex l3@aol.com

To find out what you can do to help animals, contact PETA.
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Big Baby brings big business

Father and son business takes off with a bang
The makers of FUBU his dreams even more by cre(For Us, By Us) were invit.ed ating yet another line for fashto Magic International's ion fans. The recently released
clothing show in Las Vegas, FOMBAS ( Freedom Of Mind
Nev. The owners were able to Body And Spirit) is aimed ata
meet with top fashion names more contemporary audience.
from all over the world.
Those who are older or re"Big Baby" makers served can find style in its dewere also invit.ed and att.ended signs.
the same conference. They too
Boykins' designs are
consulted with big fashion being seen not only on profesnames. Does this invitation sional athletes, but also enterguarantee them the fame and tainers. Brian McKnight,
fortune that FUBU has Faith Evans, Gerald Levert,
earned?
and Cash Money are all conProbably so, but Rod sidered fans of Big Baby and
Boykins may not need Magic FOMBAS. Local entertainers
International to help him such as Wreck Shop records,
break into millionaire status, and members ofrecording arthe has the gift of word of ists H-Town are continuing to
mouth-internationally that is. support the local entrepreneur.
Just two years ago,
He created the line for
Big Baby Wear, Inc. was only all people. It was designed so
an infant in the eyes of Rod that everyone could relate, reBoykins, a mere desire. But gardless of age, sex, income or
aftey bard work and dedica- color. He also keeps people in
tion, it has gyown to become a

mind wnen considering 1>rices.

major competitor against Ur"Big Baby is an affordban HipH op fashion names able luxury. Our prices are consuch as HUSTLER, MOYO siderably cheaper than others.
(Mind Of¥our Own), No Limit Shirts range from $15-18, and

Wear, andFUBU. His one time hats are in the same price
small sketch and catchy range,"
said
Roderick
phrase has been labeled as Matthews, son and promoter.
the "must haves" for the new
To help keep prices
millennium.
down for customers, the comBoykins has extended pany has opted to limit only

family and close friends to
employment opportunities.
Roderick Matthews,
sophomore and De'Aundrae
Johnson, junior have been
assigned to promote Big
Baby on Prairie View's campus and others have been
assigned to Texas Southern
and University of Houston's
campuses. Models are also
acquaintances of the CEO.
This process has helped business stay not only productive but positive as well.
As of now, small
companies and stores are
carrying the product. Trading Fair II, located in Houston, is the prime supplier to
the public. Other suppliers
include a small store located
in Sharpstown Mall, but
most of the product is sold
through Johnson and
Matthews and other walking vendors.
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'Bout My Father's Business' entertains and
inspires gospel lovers
Singer and pianist Randy Hannah
released his new CD, Tuesday, Oct. 19 entitled "Bout My Father's Business." Hannah
was also a featured guest on KPVU's radiothon, Monday, Oct. 18.
In my opinion, this CD was designed
with two types of people in mind: the type
who yawn at the thought of gospel music, and
the type who believe that God's people weren't
meant to "stomp."
"Bout My Father's Business" is the
median between The William's Brothers and
Kirk "Get Yo Praise On" Franklin.
Hannah has created many inspirational songs on this CD. He was raised in the
church but shortly afterward strayed away.
He became addicted to drugs and alcohol and
realized that this was not the way he was
raised. This was the inspiration behind the
song "Because of You." "Pray" is dedicated to
all the young people who don't know where to

< {,_-.,: :., *
~

Everybody's business

; __ i
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tum in times of trouble.
Hannah delivers a touching dedication to his grandfather on the often duplicated "It's So Hard to Say Good-bye to Yesterday."
From the slow inspirational songs like
"As Long as I Live" to the guitar loop similar
to Rodney Jerkins on "You've Got a Friend,"
Randy Hannah will please the Kirk Franklin
crowd without catering to them.
Though "Bout My Father's Business "
is worth checking out, there are a few minor
flaws. You may notice one too many midtempo head-noders like "Come to Me" and
"Calling You." Some short attention-spanned
listeners may nod to sleep.
Minor mistakes aside, Randy
Hannah's 'Bout My Father's Business " is no
doubt bout it bout it!

~
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"Investors are actu~
ally coming after us. When -=
i:i.
. \:iM~t:
you have a strong product
backed by hard work, people
'Big Baby', a new clothing line owned by PVAMU
will want to help you,"
student Roderick Matthews and his father.
Johnson said.
Magic International
even assisted Big Baby to gain uct, Big Baby is on its way.
the respect they are due. But
may have catapulted FUBU
and others into the fashion
with word of mouth and the
market, and they may have
local stores selling the prodP~H~

~~H+

Videos
"Deep Inside" by Mary J. Blige
nGotta Man" by Eve

Movies
Double Jeopardy
'J!wee Kings

Restaurant Revie-w:
Golden Pagoda passes the test
Chinese or Jack in the
Crack?
Just seconds away from
each other but ask yourself
this, would you rather wait in
line forever for a cold burger
and fries or would you rather
sit down at a nice clean restaurant with a hot plate of
food at your disposal?
The obvious answer
is the Golden Pagoda Chinese
Buffet in Waller. The biggest
question on students' minds
is whether or not the food is
good and if dog, cat and rat
meals are on the menu.
The only live animal
shown was the five big beautiful fish, but there was not a
price tag pinned on them
and they were not for sale.
Nowhere on the menu are the
fur ry creatures although
Emily Akin ofChannel 2 news
has not been there to report a
clean bill of health just yet.
As you enter the restaurant, the lack of people
may give you the impression
to turn back around and head
straight to Alumni for their
Chinese rice imitation.
For a Thursday night
in a small town, the atmosph ere was comfortable and
very diverse. The one wait-

ress/cashier and hostess did
her multiple jobs to perfection even though she was
working solo. She walked to
every table making sure everything met good business
standards and seemed very
friendly and personal to the
regular customers.
The one buffet table
didn't have much variety but
it can fill you up with just two
plates if you load it up with
the good stuff. For instance,
the fried rice, which was not
too salty, with all the peas,
carrots and eggs minus the
shrimp made it all too wonderful to be true. The eggrolls
didn't have much in the roll
so they were a disappointment. 'lbe freshly cut green
beans glistened in the spotlight. Sweet and sour is the

perfect way to describe the
chicken but no comment on
the pork, and the Moo Goo
Gai Pan looked like a winner
until I took a bite. Ifyou want
to spice it up, the Sesame
Chicken was excellent. The
juicy teriyaki chicken made
me go for seconds along with
the lo mein noodles because
they had plenty of flavor.
So, whatareyouwaiting for, Jack to pop out of the
box? Go and eat at the little
corner Oriental-owned restaurant called the Golden Pagoda because, to this critic, it
gets the Panther stamp of
approval.

The Golden Pagoda gets four paw s out of
fiue on The Panther hungry scale.

Reviews do not necessarily reflect the views of The Panther.

2~uestions
1. Why does everybody think the carwash is behind
building 12 in the Village?
2. Why is the homecoming theme so long?
3. What happened to the computers in the Office of
Student Publications?
4. Just how much money is the Campus Police Department making from towing all of our cars?
5. Shouldn't the Office of Student Activities be
renamed Dickens and Simmons Activities?
6. Why does it cost so much to have a party in the
BabyDome, isn't it ours?
7. With the arrival of Jack-in-the-Box, can we look
forward to a Wendy's or Burger King to follow?
8. Will we be fortunate enough to be graced with the
arrival of tent parties this year?
9. Did anybody else see that girl with the tube top over
a long sleeve shirt?
10. What was the purpose of the Gamma Sigma Sigma
Stroll Off?
11. Isn't it time to shut down a building when things
start?
12. Do you think the Village is cheating you on your
electricity bill?
13. Now that the Afro is back, will the Jheri Curl return
too?
14. Why is there a swimming pool and no swimming
team, but we have a bowling team and no bowling
alley'?
15. Why does that guy in the grey Chevy Blazer waste
all of bis gas driving around Phase II all day?

16. Why are sprinklers on every hour on the hour?
17. Why doesn't KFC give you 20 pieces in your 20
piece order?
18. Does any office on this campus realize that students
are here on the weekends?
19. What ever happened to the good ole days?
20. What do you think?

~
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SPORTS NEWS ·

Track coach envisions SWAC domination
Wins in indoor and outdoor events are expected for overall team

HISTORICALLY SPEAKING

ht

Martial art remains rich in culture

Leon

Brad Ruffin

Donald Kegler
Panther Staff

At the completion of
the men's track season, the
team had recognizable accomplishments.
The track team made
All-Swac, qualifying for all
events in track and field. Ron
Nelson was victorious in the
highjumping event.
Now it's October
which is the preseason for
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these gifted and diligent athletes. The team appears to be
motivated, enthusiastic and
ready to become part of history once more.
Coach Clifton Gillard
and the track coaches are looking forward to this season.
They are expecting the athletes to pick up winning where
they left off.
High expectations are
the sensational Ron Nelson
who participated in nationals

as a result of his jumping
abilities, but Gillard is confident in the overall team.
Gillard says he's looking for the team to win in the
indoor and outdoor track
events, and wants the players
to also win cross country
events. The coach indicated
that there are also areas that
are solid as a rock. The quarter miles and sprints are considered to be events that have
the coach's full confidence.

• Sports Editor

It's a dance, it's a martial art, it's Capoeria!
Recently becoming available to the students of
Prairie View A&M University, Capoeria has a unique
history.
As in the USA, there was also slavery in Brazil.
These slaves work on mostly sugar and tobacco plantations. Although the slaves came from different cultures
and regions in Africa, the majority of them were sent to
one of three ports: Rio De Janerio, Bahia and Recife. The
different backgrounds made it difficult for the slaves to
unite as one group against their slave masters.
A small group of Recife slaves revolted, killed
their master, other whites and set the plantation on fire
before escaping into the mountains and settling down after
months of searching in an area known as Palmares (so
named for the abundance of palm trees). It was here
where the first forms of Capoeira were established.
During the late 1890s, the Brazilian government
prohibited Capoeirista from practicing their art. That ban
lasted until 1920. Disguised as a folk dance, Capoeristas
did what they could to continue the Capoeria tradition.
Reappearing in the late 1930s the first Capoeria
school was opened in Brazil soon thereafter.
In 1999 Capoeria is all over the world. It can be
found in clubs, universities and various schools. It's also
found at the Student Park next to Phase ill every Saturday
afternoon on the cam us of PV AMU.

1v1c:1k(}

Age: 20
Hometown:
Lancaster
Fantasy Dinner:
Halle Berry and
Grandmother
Mary Lee Jordan
Favorite Movie:
Something About
Mary
Unebacker Leon James prepares for intramural
football season at a recent practice.

Favorite Food:
Chicken Alfredo
"Believe nothing you hear, and half of
Major: Biology
what you see." - Leon D. James
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Lecture halls, exams, I.ate nights, sweatshirts and tees. It's a comfortable, familiar
world. But graduation will suddenly tum your world around. At Comerica, we
know entering the "worlcing world" involves a lot of uncertainties and can
seem overwhelming at times. This is why we make such a strong commitment
to new employees. We provide all the training, mentoring and support you need
to recognize and achieve your full potential The following opportunities leading
to rewarding careers are currently available.

OI\.-Co-rnyu£' II\.Turviov\r£'
Friday, October 29th

START YOUR SUBSCRIPT/ON
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The successful candidate. will be responsible
for assisting commercial lenders in analysis/
underwriting loan requests by investigation of
borrowers, analysis of loan structure and study of
industry factors. Upon successful completion of the
program and placement into a lending group, the
individual will have loan authority and commercial
account f1:Sponsibil.ity for a commercial loan portfolio.

~--~~'-...-_,_

-.._.PANTHER
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
~

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _.,.;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
CITY _ _ _ _ _ __,..TATE ___'ZIP

PHONE#(

On-Campus interviews will be on a pre-selection basis.
Please see your Career Placement Center for details.
Commercial Lending Training Program
(Credit Analyst)
The Commercial lending Training Program is
an 18-month rotational program that combines
classroom and on-the-job experience preparing the
analyst for a career as a Commercial Loan Officer.
Analysts will have the opportunity to rotate
through a middle market or small business
lending unit and a specialty lending unit prior
to completion of ~ program.
Requirements incLIKle a Bachelo(s or Maste(s
degree in busin~-~ance or accounting, a
minimum of three 1accounting classes with a gpa
of 3.0 or above, and a minimum overall gpa of 3.0•
.-~ -~· . .
.

N~,

SEMESTER □

$10

___

) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

or

SCHOOL YEAR
$15

□

... TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON WHAT'S
HAPPENING ON "THE HJU'W' a,,_
P. 0. BOX 2876, PRAIRIE VIEW, TX 77446
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In Brief
Forensic champions prepare
for first HBCU tournament
By Kendria Moore

MON

*Nov. 1 Homecoming 99' Movie: The Matrix 8pm

TUES

*Nov. 2 Homecoming 99' Book Review - L.O. Evans 6pm

WED

*Oct. 27 Geranimo Ji Jaga (Pratt) - West Wing of Alumni 6: 30pm
*Nov. 3 Homecoming 99' King and Queen Coronation Ball

THUR

*Nov. 4 Homeconing 99' Sodexho -Marriott Steak Night 4pm
College of Education Homecoming Seminar Reception
- Houston, TX5pm

Special to the Panther

The Prairie View A&M University (PVAMU) Forensic Society (Speech and Debate) will host its first HBCU
Super Tournament on Friday, Nov. 12 from 6:30pm to 9pm,
and Saturday, Nov. 13 at 8am until 6pm.
The tournament will feature events such as LincolnDouglas Debate, Dramatic and Poetry Interpretation and
several public speaking events.
The tournament is open and free to the public. For
more information contact Jacquline Davis at (409) 857-2229.

Free training for practitioners
Waller
The Texas Animal Health Commission (TAHC) is offering a
free training session for veterinary practitioners who wish to do
burcellosis work. The approved personnel training session is set for
Friday, Dec. 10 from 1-4pm in College Station. Training will cover
swine and cattle burcellosis.
If you are intersested in more information on this training or
to sign up, you may call Jordana DeGuire at T AHC at 1-800-550-8242
ext.112.
Educational -programs conducted by the Texas Argricultural
£-y.\ensi.on Sernce serve \)W\)\e of a\\ ages regard\ess of socioeconomic
level, race, color, sex, religion,

FRI

Oct 26 - 28 Early Registration

7:30pm

*Nov. S Homecoming 99' Mock Funeral/Bonfire/Pep Ralley 5pm
Homecoming 99' Alumni Dance, Newman Center 10:30p
Homecoming 99' Comedy/Concert/Party 8pm-1:30pm
Homecoming 99' Sodexho Marriott Midnight Buffet 1am

individuals, businesses and
organizations reported as having unclaimed property valued at $50 or more.
The database can be
searched by name, social security number, federal employer identification number,
or city.
The site features a
link to initiate a preliminary
claim.
In addition to visiting
the website, check on unclaim
property by calling 1-800-6543463 or send an email to
unc1aimed.~tx.us..

The top six people in
the poll for leader of the century are Yitzhak Rabin, Elvis
Presley, Bill Graham, Adolf
Hitler, Albert Einstein and
Pope John Paul II. In seventh
place, Martin Luther King,Jr.
is barely holding on to his spot
as one of the most influential
leaders of the century.
It is hard to believe
that a man who has a street
named after him in many U.S.
cities is lacking votes. King
led a massive struggle for racial equality that doomed segregation and changed America

forever. While being hounded
by the F.B.I. and enduring
death threats, he persistently
fought for his dream of equality among blacks until his assassination. Some often wonder what it would be like if
King was still alive today, considering the progress of his
works.
Although there are
many heroic African-American leaders throughout the
century, many of them are not
mentioned or even taken into
consideration. Many of the
people nominated are wealthy,
well-known white males and
females who have power.

Never from Page 9
they choose to do so.
Any other excuse, is just an
excuse.
One chapter titled
"Creating A Monster," tells
how this behavior is learned
from watching and imitating
bad examples.
"Show me a cheating father and I can probably show
you a cheating son," Basiden
writes.
However, infidelity is
not simply a reaction to negative influences, it is also a
choice.
Regardless of what the
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outstanding student who intends to practice in the field of
urology or cardiology.

James H. Robinson Memorial Prize: Awarded to a seWilliam and Charlotte
Cadbury Award: Presented
to a senior medical student in
recognition ofsuperior scholastic achievement and leadership.

Clinical Training Fellowship Program for Minority
Students in Substance
Abuse Research and Trea~
ment: This program is supportedbyagrantfromThePew
Charitable Trust. It encourages t.alented and motivated

nior medical student who has
demonstrated academic excellence and outstanding performance in the surgical disciplines.

The Fellowship Program in
Academic Medicine: Sponsored by the Bristol-Myers
Squibb Company and established by the Commonwealth
Fund, this program encourages
academically outstanding students to pursue careers in biomedical research and academic
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second-and third-year students.

The Fellowship Program in
Violence Prevention for MinorityMedicalStudents:This
is a one-year cooperative agreement between NMF and the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. It encourages students to enter careers in public
healthresearch practiceorteaching with a focus on violence prevention.
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to pediatric research.

W.K. Kellogg CommunityBased Training Fellowship
Program for Minority Medical Students: This program is
supported by the W.K Kellogg
Foundation and provides support to minority and non-minoritystudentswitha demonstrated
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to working with under-served
populations who are enrolled ina
doctoral program in health policy
research.
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These publications may be ordered directly from National Medical Fellowship. National
Medical Fellowships, Inc. (NMF), 110 West 32nd Street, 8th Floor, New York, NY, 10001-320.
C.R. Bard Foundations
Prize: A prize awarded to an

reasons are for the deceitful
conduct, one thing is absolutely certain, there is no such
thing as a born cheater.
The question is "how was
he created?"
First the persons background has to be taken into
consideration.
He has been bombarded
with misconceptions such as
"all women are good for are
cooking, cleaning, making babies, and they are only after
money."
These types of misconceptions, the author explains,
are what lead to men talcing
advantage of women.
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Time from Page 8

*Oct. 30 Mississippi Valley - Prairie View 7pm (football)
Wiley College - Marshall, TX 2pm (volleyball)
*Nov. 6 Homecoming 99' Parade 9:30am
Homecoming 99' Step Show & Party 8pm - 2am

SCHOLARSHIP AND INTERNSHIP INFORMATION
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Dilemma arises in giving back after graduation

Special to the Panther

I know that the things
incorrect data was through no overpayment checks are isI
have
spoken
of are just a few
sues.
fault of my own.
problems
that
occur daily and
Speaking of overpayWhen sent back and
are
also
the
reality
of hunforth there are ridiculously ments, one can always be guardreds
of
other
students.
anteed
problems
with
the
filong lines to wait in.
I have found myself
I accept the fact that I nancial aid office.
thinking
and expressing many
For
one,
there
aren't
am not the only one registertimes
that
I would never give
enough
counselors.
ing and must wait, however, I
As
a
result,
students
any
financial
support to this
do not accept that there are no
university
because
ofthe probhave
to
get
up
several
hours
proper. measures taken to aslems
I have
before
sure I will not be cut in front of
the
ofhad
to
and
while in line.
continue to
There is nothing I can f i C e
endure.
say or do to these people, but opens
You
this would stop if there were andwait
may ask if
monitors positioned through- at least
an hour
it's been so
out the stands.
bad, why do
The line system and after it
I stay?
lack of control over students is opens to
... can no t run
a
Th e
responsible for large amounts s e e
away from my prob- answer i s
of cutting and shoving when counse lor.
some of my
lems, I must endure
experien ces
The alhave been
them to learn from , satisfactory.
tern ative is to
them. " - Collins
miss all
Su ch
schedas having
JACK TOOD J4'
u I e d
p ro fess or s
classes
like
Dr.
a n d
I m a r i
spend
Oba dele, Dr.
the day
Lucious
waiting
Wyatt, and
for
a
r ecently decounsep arted Dr.
lor just to ask a question that Kevin Washington.
took only two minutes to anHad I chosen to go
swer.
elsewhere, I would not have
This problem can be learned the many aspects of
solved by hiring more counse- my heritage these brothers are
lors or setting up computers so passionately teaching.
with frequently asked quesThey are examples of
tions and answers.
professors who care about and
Lastly and most im- appreciate their students, and
If you're a freshman or
tuition, most books and
portantly, I have had terrible go the extra mile to show it.
sophomore with good
fees,plus$150perschool
experiences with some of the
Even the tough ones
grades,apply now for a
month. They also pay off
faculty and staff at PVAMU.
like Dr. Lena Boyd-Brown ofthree-year or two-year
with leadership experiThe main problem be- fer challenges to prepare stuscholarship from Army
ence and officer credengins with their arrogant atti- dents for hard work.
ROTC. Arrny ROTC
tials impressive to
tudes.
I also choose to stay
scholarships pay
future employers.
Halfof these individu- becauseofthestudentteacher
als are too busy acting as if ratio and because I can not
they are better than I am be- run away from my problems.
~
cause of the material posses- I must endure them to learn
sions they have obtained, not from them.
acknowledging the fact that
Therefore, the negaTHE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CU TAKE
without the students they tive experiences have beenjust
would not be employed at this as important as the good ones.
university.
Coming back to the
Given all these nega- reason for not giving back to
tive experiences, I can under- the university, I don't know if
stand why some people do not I will or won't, but I can cerFind out more. Contact CPT Kizzie at 409-857-4612.
give back.
tainly see why it's questioned.

Last week, the sub- fore I can not compare the
ject of Prairie View A&M Uni- two.
However, I can speak
versity (PVAMU) versus
Texas A&M University from my experiences as a stu(TAMU) came up in one ofmy dent here at PVAMU.
One of the initial proclasses.
Students debated on cesses that students must
which institution offered the engage in is the registration
best experiences and facilities. process.
This is where the iniThe whole point ofthe
debate was to examine the lack tial problems begin.
I have been here for
of financial support received
from PVAMU alumni upon five regular and four summer
terms.
graduation.
Each time I have gone
As the debate progressed more students felt that to register, I have been given
TAMU offered better re- the run around because of
sources and overall experi- wrong data entered into the
omputer system.
ences.
Each time has been
I have never, been to
the campus ofTAMU, there- very upsetting because the

CIISII IN ON GOOD GRADIS.
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